
A dc energy store (2) that includes auxiliary systems (68) can be operated in one or 

more different modes, including a self-supporting mode, an island mode and a normal 

mode. In the self-supporting mode a first controller (24) uses a voltage demand signal 

(VACr) indicative of desired ac voltage at the ac terminals of an AC/DC power 

converter (4) to control semiconductor power switching devices of the AC/DC power 

converter (4) to achieve the desired level of ac voltage that corresponds to the voltage 

demand signal (VACr). The voltage demand signal (VACr) is derived from a 

comparison of a voltage feedback signal (VACfb) and a second voltage demand 

signal (VACsr) that is preset to provide the desired ac voltage for the auxiliary 

systems (68) of the dc energy store. A second controller (46) uses a current demand 

signal (Ior) indicative of the desired dc link current to control the semiconductor 

power switching devices of a DC/DC power converter (14) to achieve the desired 

level of dc link current that corresponds to the current demand signal (Ior). The 

current demand signal (Ior) is derived from a comparison of a dc link voltage demand 

signal (VDCr) indicative of a desired dc link voltage and a dc link voltage feedback 

signal (VDCbus). 
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CLAIMS 

I. A dc energy store circuit comprising: i 

I a dc energy store having auxiliary systems; 

an AC/DC power converter including a plurality of semiconductor power 

siwitching devices, the AC/DC power converter having ac terminals that are 

electrically connected to'an ac supply network and dc terminals; 

a DC/DC power converter including a plurality of semiconductor power 

switching devices, the DC/DC 'power converter having first dc terminals electrically 

connected to the dc terminals of the AC/DC power converter by means of a dc link 

and second dc terminals electrically connected to dc terminals of the dc energy store; 

a first controller for the AC/DC power converter; and 

a second controller for the DC/DC power converter; 

wherein, when the dc energy store is operating in a self-supporting mode in 

which power is supplied from the dc energy store to the auxiliary systems of the dc 

energy store: , 

the first controller uses a voltage demand signal indicative of desired 

' ac voltage at the ac terminals of the AC/DC power converter to control 

the semiconductor power switching devices of the AC/DC power 

' converter to achieve the desired level of ac voltage that corresponds to 

I the voltage demand signal, the voltage demand signal being derived 

from a comparison of a voltage feedback signal and a second voltage 

dejnand .ignal that is preset to provide the desired ac voltage for the 

auki I iar\ systems of the dc energy store; and 

the second controller uses a current demand signal indicative of desired 

dc link current to control the semiconductor power switching devjces 

of the DC/DC power converter to achieve the desired level of dc link 

current that corresponds to the current demand signal, the current 

demand signal being derived from a comparison of a dc link voltage 

demand signal indicative'of desired dc link voltage and a dc link 

voltage feec)back signal. 

I • 

i 
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2. A dc energy circuit according to claim 1, wherein the ac terminals of the 

AC/DC power converter are electrically connected to the ac supply network by means 

of a filter. , 

'3. A dc energy circuit according to claim I or claim 2, wherein the ac terminals 

of the AC/DC power converter are electrically connected to the ac supply network by 

iheans of a transformer. 
i 

I 
I I I 

4. A dc energy circuit according to any preceding claim, wherein the second dc 

terminals of the Ij)C/'IX power converter are electrically connected to the dc terminal 

of the dc energy sitoro b\ means of dc inductors and filter capacitors. 

5. A dc energy store circuit according to any preceding claim, wherein the first 

cpntroller includes a PWM modulator that derives firing commands for the 

semiconductor power switching devices of the AC/DC power converter on the basis 

of the voltage demand signal and the required frequency of the ac supply network. 

I 

6. A dc energy store circuit according to any of claims I to 4, wherein, when the 
i ' 

dc energy store is operaling in an island mode in which power is supplied from the dc 

energy store to thb ac supply network and the auxiliary systems of the dc energy store: 

the first controller uses a voltage demand signal indicative of desired ac 

' voltage at the lac terminals of the AC/DC power converter to control the 

semiconductor power s.witching devices of the AC/DC power converter to 

achieve tHe desired level of ac voltage that corresponds to the voltage demand 

signal , the voltage demand signal being derived from a comparison of a 

voltage feedback signal and a second voltage demand signal that is preset to 

provide the desired ac voltage for the ac supply network, and I 

I the second controller uses a current demand signal indicative of desired dc link 

current to control the semiconductor power switching devices of the DC/DC 

power converter to achieve the desired level of dc link current that 

corresponds to the current demand signal, the current demand, signal being 
i I 
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derived frbm a comparison of a dc link voltage demand signal indicative of 

desired dc link voltage and a dc link voltage feedback signal. 

I 

7. A dc energy store circuit according to claim 6, wherein the first controller 

includes a PWM modulator that derives firing commands for the semiconductor 

power switching devices of the AC/DC power converter on the basis of the voltage 

demand signal and a frequency demand' signal, the frequency demand signal being 

derived from a comparison of a frequency feedback signal and a frequency demand 

signal that is preset to provide the desired ac frequency for the ac supply network. 

8. A dc energy stĉ re circuit according to any preceding claim, wherein the 

second controller iitclildus a PWM modulator that derives firing commands for the 

semiconductor power switching devices of the DC/DC power converter on the basis 

of a voltage demand sisjinal and a phase angle input, the voltage demand signal being 

derived from a comparison of a current feedback signal and one of the current demand 

signal or a limited version of the current demand signal obtained from a current 

limiter. 

9. A dc energy store circuit according to any preceding claim, wherein the 

second controller includes a current limiter that derives a limited version of the 

current demand signal using a current limit signal indicative of the maximum 

jpermitted current at the dc terminals of the dc energy store. 

10. A dc energy store circuit according to claim 9, wherein the current limiter 

provides a control signal! i f the current demand signal is greater than the current limit 

signal. 

, I 

11. A dc enerp siorc circuit according to any of claims 1 to 4, wherein, when the 

dc energy store is operating in a normal mode in which power is supplied from the ac 

supply network to the dc energy store to charge the dc energy store or power is 

supplied from the dc energy store to the ac supply network to discharge the dc energy 

store: 
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i 

the first coiit'roner uses real and reactive current demand signals indicative of 

, desired real and reactiye current at the ac terminals of the AC/DC power 

converter to conirol the semiconductor power switching devices of the AC/DC 

power converter to achieve the desired level of real and reactive current that 

corresponds to the real and reactive current demand signals, the real current 

demand signal being derived from a comparison of a dc link voltage demand 

signal indicative of desired dc link voltage and a dc link voltage feedback 

signal; and 

the second controller uses a current demand signal indicative of desired dc 

current at the dc terminals of the dc energy store to control the siemiconductor 

I power switching de'vices of the DC/DC power converter to achieve the desired 

level of dt current that corresponds to the current demand signal, the current 

I demand signal being derived by a power calculation unit on the basis of (i) a 

power demand signal indicative of desired ac power at the ac terminals of the 

AC/DC power converter, (ii) a voltage feedback signal indicative of dc voltage 

at the dc termin;ils of thb dc energy store, and (iii) any losses in the dc energy 

store circuit. 

12. A dc energy store circuit according to claim 11, wherein the current demand 

signal is further derived by the power calculation unit on the basis of a dc link 

feedback signal indicative of dc link voltage, and the real current demand signal is 

further derived from a current signal that is provided by the power calculation unit of 

the second controller. , 

'13. A dc energy store circuit according to claim i I or claim 12, wherein the 
i 

second controller includes a PWM modulator that derives firing commands for the 

Semiconductor p6wer switching devices of the DC/DC power converter on the basis 

of a voltage demand sianal and a phase angle input, the voltage demand signal being 

derived from a comparison of a current feedback signal and one of the current demand 

signal or a limited \cr>ion of the current demand signal obtained from a current 

limiter. ! 

i 
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14. A dc energy store circuit according to any of claims I I to 13, wherein the 

second controller includes a current limiter that derives a limited version of the 

current demand signal 'using a current limit signal indicative of the maximum 

permitted current at the dc terminals of the dc energy store. 
I 

15. A dc eneirg} store circuit according to claim 14. wherein the current limiter 

provides a control signal to the power calculation unit i f the current demand signal is 

greater than the current limit signal. , 

16. A dc energy store circuit according to any of claims I I to 15, wherein the 

current demand signal is further derived by the power calculation unit on the basis of 

a power feedback signal. , 

17. A dc eneruy store circuit according to any preceding claim, further comprising 

a plurality of DC/DC power converter, each DC/DC power converter having first dc 

tbrminals electrically connected in parallel to the dc terminals of the AC/DC power 
i 

converter and second dj: ferminals connected to a respective dc energy store. 

I 

18. A method of operating a dc energy store circuit comprising: a dc energy store 

having auxiliary systems: an AC/DC power converter including a plurality of 

semiconductor power switching devices, the AC/DC power converter having ac 

terminals that are electrically connected to an ac supply network and dc terminal^; a 

pC/DC power converter including a plurality of semiconductor power switching 

devices, the DC/DC power converter having first dc terminals electrically connected 

to the dc terminals of the AC/DC power converter by means of a dc link and second 

dc terminals electrically connected to dc terminals of the dc energy store; a first 

controller for the AC/DC,power converter; and a second controller for the DC/DC 
I ' 

power converter: 

wherein the method comprises the step of operating the dc energy store in a 

self-supporting mode in which power is supplied from the dc energy store to the 

auxiliary systems ofthcr dc energy store such that: 

i 
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the first controller uses a voltage demand signal indicative of desired 

ac voltage at the ac terminals of the AC/DC power converter to control 
1 

the semiconductor power switching devices of the AC/DC power 

converter to achieve the desired level of ac voltage that corresponds to 

the voltaue demand signal, the voltage demand signal being derived 

' from ,a cjOimparison of a voltage feedback signal and a second voltage 

demand signal that is preset to provide the desired ac voltage for the 

auKiliar\ systems of the dc energy store: and 

the second controller uses a current demand signal indicative of desired 

dc link current to control the semiconductor power switching devices 

of the DC/DC power converter to achieve the desired level of dc link 

current that corresponds to the current demand signal, the current 

demand signal being derived from a comparison of a dc link voltage 

demand signal indicative of desired dc link voltage and a dc link 

voltage feedback signal. ' 

I 

19. A method according to claim 18, further comprising the step of operating the 

dc energy store in an island mode in which power is supplied from the dc energy store 

to the ac supply network .and the auxiliary systems of the dc energy store such that: 

the first cofltrOlIlT uses a voltage demand signal indicative of desired ac 

voltage at the ;ic termjnals of the AC/DC power converter to control the 

semicondiliclor power switching devices of the AC/DC power converter to 

achieve the dcsiicd level of ac voltage that corresponds to the voltage demand 

signal, the voltage demand signal being derived from a comparison of a 

voltage feedback signal and a second voltage demand signal that is prese't to 

provide the desired ac voltage for the ac supply network, and 

the second controller uses a current demand signal indicative of desired dc link 

current to control the semiconductor power switching devices of the DC/DC 

power converter to achieve the desired level of dc linki current that 

! corresponds to the' current demand signal, the current demand signal being 

derived frt)m a comparison of a dc link voltage demand signal indicative of 

I desired dc link voltage and a dc link voltage'feedback signal. 

i 
I 
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20. A method according to claim 18 or claim 19, further comprising the step of 

operating the dc energy store in a normal mode in which power is supplied from the 

ac supply network to the dc energy store to charge the dc energy store or power is 

supplied from the dc energy store to the ac supply network to discharge the dc energy 

store such that: 

the llrsl controller uses real and reactive current demand signals indicative of 

desired real and | reactive current at the ac terminals of the AC/DC power 

converter to cohltol the semiconductor power switching devices of the AC/DC 

^ power converter to achiieve the desired level of real and reactive current that 
i 

corresponds to tiio real and reactive current demand signals, the real current 

demand signal being derived from a comparison of a dc link voltage demand 

signal indicative of desired dc link voltage and a dc link voltage feedback 

signal; and 

the second controller uses a current demand signal indicative of desired dc 

current at the dc terminals of the dc energy store to control the semiconductor 

power switching devices of the DC/DC power converter to achieve the desired 

level of dc current that corresponds to the current demand signal, the current 

I demand signal being derived by a power calculation unit on the basis of (i) a 

power deitiand signal indicative of desired ac power at the ac terminals of the 

I AC/DC power converter, (ii) a voltage feedback signal indicative of dc voltage 

at the dc terminals of the dc energy store, and (iii) any losses in the dc energy 

store circuit. 

1 : 1 

Dated this the 13* day of March 2012. X \ ^ ^ . ^ ^ 
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'TITLE 

Circuits lor dc cnerg\ stores 

DESCRIPTION . , , 

Technical Field 
~ i 

The present invdntion relates to circuits for dc energy stores, and in particular to 

circuits that allow the dc energy store to supply power to auxiliary systems of the dc 

energy store such as fans or pumps, for example. 

i 

Background Art 

DC energy stores can be implemented from many different technologies such as 

batteries (e.g. lithium and sodium sulphur type), capacitors including supercapactitors 

and ultracapacitors, and flow cells (e.g. vanadium redox flow cells). Energy can be 

stored in the dc energy store and released when it is needed. This ability to store and 
j 

release energy is useliil in a number of different applications including storing excess 
wind energy and releasing that energy to an ac supply network or power grid at a later 

I 

time when less wind enCjrgy is available. A different application is to store energy in 

case an electrical generator stops operating. The energy stored in the dc energy store 

can then be used to keep essen|tial systems and services operating until a standby or 

back-up generator is stai led and brought into operation. In some circumstances it can 

also be helpful to store energy slowly and allow the energy stored in the dc energy 

store to be released very quickly for applications that need high power pulses of 

energy like the linear electrical motors that are used to start roller coasters. 

The dc energy store will typically have auxiliary systems such as pumps, fans, control 

units and other devices that are connected to the ac supply network. If the ac supply 

network is interrupted or experiences voltage or frequency transients then the 

lauxiliary systems will not receive power and this can cause problems with the 

practical operation of the dc energy store. For example, if the fans that are used to 

cool the dc energy store stop working then this can result in unacceptable temperature 

increases. Certain typesiof dc energy store also require pumps to continue running at 

their optimum efficiency. 

, 1 
i 
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Summarv of the invention 

Tiie present invention provides a dc energy store circuit comprising: a dc energy store 

having auxiliary systems (e.g. pumps, fans, control units and other devices associated 

with the dc energy store and which are typically essential for its normal or standard 

operation as opposed to just being general consumer loads connected to an ac supply 

network or power gi'id): an AC/DC power converter including a plurality of 

semiconductor power switching devices, the AC/DC power converter having dc 

terminals and ac termin;ils that are electrically connected to an ac supply network or 

power grid, optional!} b> means of a filter and/or a transformer; a DC/DC power 

converter including a plurality of semiconductor power switching devices, the DC/DC 

power converter having first dc terminals electrically connected to the dc terminals of 

the AC/DC power converter by means of a dc link and second dc terminals 

electrically connected to dc terminals of the dc energy store, optionally by means of 

dc inductors and filter capacitors; a first controller for the AC/DC power converter; 

and a second controller for the DC/DC power converter. 

! 

The dc energy store circuit can operate in one or more of three modes, optionally 

siwitching between operating modes when circumstances demand. In a 'self-

supporting mode" the di energy store circuit is used to supply power from the dc 

energy store to the auviliary systems of the dc energy store when power is not 

available from the ac supply nitwork. In this mode the dc energy store circuit will 

typically be isolated liom the ac supply network to ensure that a fault in the ac supply 

network will not prevent operation in the self-supporting mode. The dc energy store 

circuit can be isolated by any suitable means, e.g. switch. In an 'island mode' the dc 

energy store circuit is used to supply power from the dc energy store to the auxiliary 

systems and other electrical loads connected to the ac supply network when the dc 

energy store is the main source of power. In a 'normal mode" the ac supply network 

is operating normally and is connected,to other generators. The dc energy store 

circuit is used to supply power from the ac supply network to the dc energy store and 

to supply power from the dc energy store to the ac supply network, i.e. to charge and 

discharge the dc energ\ store, respectively. 

I : 
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When the dc energy store circuit is operating in a self-supporting mode in which 

power is supplied from the dc energy store to the auxiliary systems of the dc energy 

store: 

the first controller uses a voltage demand signal indicative of desired 

ac voltage at the ac terminals of the AC/DC power converter to control 

the semiconductor power switching devices o f the AC/DC power 

converter to achieve the desired level of ac voltage that corresponds to 

the voltai-te demand signal, the voltage demand signal being derived 

from a ci)mparison of a voltage feedback signal and a second voltage 

depiand signal that is preset to provide the desired ac voltage for the 

auxiliary systems of the dc energy store; and 

the second controller uses a current demand signal indicative of desired 

dc link current to control the semiconductor power switching devices 

of the DC/DC power converter to achieve the desired level of dc link 

current that corresponds to the current demand signal, the current 

demand signal being derived from a comparison of a dc link voltage 

demand signal indicative, of desired dc link voltage and a dc link 

voltage feedback signal. 

The self-supporting operating mode is typically used when the ac supply network or 

flower grid that would normally supply power to the auxiliary systems is not available 
i 

for any reason (e.g. 3 f^qlt). The stored power in the dc energy store can therefore be 

used to supply power to the auxiliary systems to keep them operating normally or to 

enable a shutdowh procedure to take place. 

In the self-supporting mode the first controller preferably includes a pulse width 

modulation (PWM) modulator that derives firing commands for the semiconduptor 

power switching devices of the AC/DC power converter on the basis of the voltage 

demand signal and the required frequency of the ac supply network. 

! 

I 
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When the dc energ) l̂o ê circuit is operating in an island mode in which power is 

supplied from the dc energy store to the ac supply network and the auxiliary systems 

of the dc energy store: I 

the first controller uses a voltage demand signal indicative of desired ac 

voltage at the ac terminals of the AC/DC power converter to control the 

semiconductor power switching devices of the AC/DC power converter to 

achieve the desired level of ac voltage that corresponds to the voltage demand 
i 

signal, the voltagq demand signal being derived from a comparison of a 
i ' 

voltage feedback signal and a second voltage demand signal that is preset to 

provide the desired ac voltage for the ac supply network, and 

the second contri>ller uses a current demand signal indicative of desired dc link 
i 

' current to contnol the semiconductor power switching devices of the DC/DC 

power converter to achieve the desired level of dc link current that 

corresponds lo ilie current demand signal, the current demand signal being 

derived from a comparison of a dc link voltage demand signal indicative of 

desired dc link voltage and a dc link voltage feedback signal. 

The island operating mode is typically used when the dc energy store is the main 

provider of power to external loads connected to the ac supply network or power grid. 

In the island operating mode the first controller preferably includes a PWM modulator 

that derives firing commands for the semiconductor power switching devices of the 

AC/DC power converter on the basis of the voltage demand signal and a frequency 

demand signal, the frequency demand signal being derived from a comparison of a 

frequency feedback signal and a frequency demand signal that is preset to provide the 

desired ac frequency foir the ac supply network. 

, I 

In the self-suppo'rting ;ind island operating modes the second controller preferably 

includes a PWM modulator that derives firing commands for the semiconductor 

power switching devices of the DC/DC power converter on the basis of a voltage 

demand signal and a phase angle input, the voltage demand signal being derived from 
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a comparison of a current Feedback signal and one of tiie current demand signal and a 

limited version of the current demand signal obtained from a current limiter. 

In the self-supporting and island operating modes the second controller can include a 

current limiter that derives a limited version of the current demand signal using a 

current limit signal indicative of maximum permitted current at the dc terminals of* the 

dc energy store. The current limit signal can be provided by the dc energy store or its 

associated controller, for example. The current limiter can provide a control signal if 

the current demand signal is greater than the current limit signal. In the self-

supporting and island operating modes the control signal is typically use^ to cause the 

|dc energy store circuit to tcip or shut down. An additional trip signal can be provided 

if the ac current at the ac terminals of the AC/DC power converter is greater than a 

maximum permitted current. 

i 

The dc energy storecii'cml can also be operated in a normal mode in which power is 

supplied from the ac supply network to the dc energy store to charge the dc energy 

store or power is supplied from the dc energy store to the ac supply network to 

discharge the dc cncrg> store. In the normal operating mode, the power for the 

auxiliary systems of the dc energy store can come either from the ac supply network 

or the dc energy store depending on the value of a power demand signal indicative of 

desired ac power at the ac terminals of the AC/DC power converter. The auxiliary 

systems are preferably electrically connected to the ac supply network on either side 

of the optional transformer. More particularly, the auxiliary systems can have 

respective ac terminals that are connected directly to the ac supply network, e.g. in 

parallel with the rest of the dc energy store circuit, or indirectly by means of the 

optional transformer or any other interposing electrical component. When the dc 

pnergy store circuit is operating in the normal mode: 

the tlrst controller uses real and reactive current demand signals indicative of 
I I I 

desired real and reactive current at the ac terminals of the AC/DC power 

converter to conirol the kemiconductor power switching devices of the AC/DC 

power convener to achieve the desired level of real and reactive current that 

corresponds to the real and reactive current demand signals, the real current 

I 
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demand signal being derived from a comparison of a dc linlc voltage demand 

signal indicative of desired dc link voltage and a dc link voltage feedback 

signal (therebv i ensuring that the dc link voltage preferably remains 

substantially constant during the normal operating mode); and 

i the second controller ubes a current demand signal indicative of desired dc 
i 

current at the ik terminals of the dc energy store to control the semiconductor 

power switching devices of the DC/DC power converter to achieve the desired 

level of dc current that corresponds to the current demand signal, the current 

demand signal being derived by a power calculation unit on the basis of (i) the 

power demand signal indicative of desired ac power at the ac terminals of the 

AC/DC power converter (i.e. the power demand signal mentioned above), (ii) 

a voltage feedback signal indicative of dc voltage at the dc terminals of the dc 

energy store, and (iii) any losses in the dc energy store circuit (e.g. in the ac 

i circuit which connects the AC/DC power converter to the ac supply network, 

in the dc circuit which connects the dc terminals of the DC/DC power 

I converter 14. and the auxiliary systems of the dc energy circuit). 
i 

In the normal operating mode the first controller can include a PWM modulator that 

derives tiring cqninian.ls for the semiconductor power switching devices of the 

AC/DC power convenor using relatively conventional methods on the basis of D- and 

Q-axis voltage demand signals and an ac supply network phase angle input, typically 

derived from a phase-locked loop (PLL) unit. The reactive current demand signal 

may be derived from one or more current demand signals that define a desired level of 

ac supply reactive current, cancel the reactive current of the filter, and correct the 

phase shift in the ac supply network or power grid to deliver the correct power at a 

defined point in the ac supply network, .for example. The reactive current demand 

signal is therefore typically indicative of the ac reactive power current required in the 

ac circuit. The Q-a\is voltage demand signal can be derived from a comparison of the 

real current demand signal and a current feedback signal indicative of real ac current 

dt the ac terminals of the AC/DC power converter. Similarly, the D-axis voltage 
i 

demand signal can bê  cjerived from a comparison of the reactive current demand 

I . I 
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signal and a current feedback signal indicative of reactive ac current at the ac 

terminals of the AC/DC power converter. ' 

! 

In the normal operating mode the current demand signal of the second controller can 

be further derived b> the power calculation unit on the basis of a dc link feedback 

signal indicative of dc I'ink voltage, and the real current demand signal of the first 

controller can be further derived from a current signal that is provided by the power 

calculation unit of the second controller. 

In the normal operating mode the second controller preferably includes a PWM 

modulator that derives firing commands for the semiconductor power switcl]ing 

devices of the DC/DC power converter on the basis of a voltage demand signal and a 

phase angle input, the voltage demand signal being derived from a comparison of a 

current feedback signal and one of the current demand signal and a limited version of 

the current demand signal obtained from a current limiter. 

In the normal operating mode the second controller preferably includes a current 

limiter that derivqs a limited version of the current demand signal using a current limit 

signal indicative of maximum permitted current at the dc terminals of the dc energy 
I 

st6re. The current limi,tc,r can provide a control signal to the power calculation unit if 

the current demand signal is greater than the current limit signal. If the power 

calculation unit rcjcci\c; a control signal then it may issue a warning to the user of the 

system that it is continuing to operate but is unable to supply or absorb the requested 

power. 
I 

In the normal operating mode the current demand signal can be further derived by the 

power calculation unit on the basis of a power feedback signal indicative of ac power 

in the ac supply network. The power feedback signal is used by the power calculation 

unit to apply a slow acting correction of the losses in the dc energy store circuit. 

I 

The AC/DC" and iDC/DC" power converters may have any suitable topology and use 

any suitable semiconductor power switching devices. The operation of the 
I 

I 
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semiconductor power switching devices in tiie AC/DC and DC/DC power converters 

can be controlled using gate drive control signals derived in accordance with a 

conventional PWM strategy. It will be readily appreciated that various types of PWM 

strategy can be considered. ' 

The dc energy store may also be implemented from any suitable technology such as 

batterx, capacitor and tlt>w cell technology. 

1 
The dc energy store ciiiciiits described above propose two independent controllers but 

it would be possible to integrate the functionality of the controllers on to one physical 

controller. Similarly, ilic functionality of each controller for the AC/DC and DC/DC 

power converters could be spread across more than one controller (e.g. a different 

physical controller for each operating mode of the dc energy store) if this is 

convenient to the practical implementation of the dc energy store circuit. I 

The ac supply network can have a single or multi-phase (e.g. three-phase) 

construction. 

|The present invention further provides a method of operating a dc energy store circuit 

comprising: a dc'energy store having auxiliary systems; an AC/DC power converter 

including a plurality of semiconductor power switching devices, the AC/DC power 

converter having dc tcrn înals and ac terminals that are electrically connected to an ac 
I 

supply network, optionally by means of a filter and/or a transformer; a DC/DC power 

qonverter including a plurality of semiconductor power switching devices, the DC/DC 

power converter having llrst dc terminals electrically connected to the dc terminals of 

the AC/DC power converter by means of a dc link and second dc terminals 

electrically connected to dc terminals of the dc energy store, optionally by means of 

dc inductors and filter capacitors; a first controller for the AC/DC power converter; 

and a second controller for the DC/DC power converter; wherein the method 

comprises the step of operating the dc energy store in a self-supporting mode in which 

power is supplied from the dc energy store to the auxiliary systems of the dc energy 

store such that: i 

! ' ' 
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the Hist controller uses a voltage demand signal indicative of desired 

ac voltage at the ac terminals of the AC/DC power converter to control 

the semiconductor power switching devices of the AC/DC power 

converter to achieve the desired level of ac voltage that corresponds to 

the voltage demand signal, the voltage demand signal being derived 

from a comparison of a voltage feedback signal and a second voltage 

demand signal that is preset to provide the desired ac vpltage for the 

auxiliary systems of the dc energy store; and 

th^ second controller uses a current demand signal indicative of the 

desired dc link current to control the semiconductor power switching 

devices of the DC/DC power converter to achieve the desired level of 

dc link current that corresponds to the current demand signal, the 

current demand Isignal being derived from a comparison of a dc link 

voltage demand signal indicative of a desired dc link voltage and a dc 

link voltage feedback signal. 

I 
The method can further or alternatively comprise the step of operating the dc energy 

store circuit in an island mode in which power is supplied from the dc energy store to 

the ac supply network and the auxiliary systems of the dc energy store such that: 

the first controller uses a voltage demand signal indicative of desired ac 

voltage at the ac terminals of the AC/DC power converter tb control the 

semiconductor power switching devices of the AC/DC power converter to 

achieve the desired level of ac voltage that corresponds to the voltage demand 

signal, the voltage demand signal being derived from a comparison of a 

voltage feedback' signal and a second voltage demand signal that is preset to 

provide the desired ac voltage for the ac supply network, and 

the second com roller uses a current demand signal indicative of the desired dc 

link current \o control the semiconductor power switching devices of the 

DC/DC power converter to achieve the desired level of dc link current that 

corresponds to the current demand signal, the current demand signal being 

derived from a comparison of a dc link voltage demand signal indicative of a 

desired dc link voltage and a dc link voltage feedback signal. 
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The method can further or altei^natively comprise the step of operating the dc energy 
i 

store in a normal mode in which power is supplied from the ac supply network to the 

dc energy store to charge the dc energy store or power is supplied from the dc energy 

store to the ac supply network to discharge the dc energy store such that: 

the first controller uses real and reactive current demand signals indicative of 

the desired real and reactive current at the ac terminals of the AC/DC power 

converter to control the semiconductor power switching devices of the AC/DC 

power converter to achieve the dpsired level of real and reactive current that 

corresponds to the real and reactive current demand signals, the real current 

demand signal being derived from a comparison of a dc link voltage demand 

signal indicative of a desired dc link voltage and a dc link voltage feedback 

signal (thereby ensuring that the dc link voltage preferably remains 

substantially constant during the normal operating mode); and 

the second conlroiler uses a current demand signal indicative of the desired dc 

current at .the dc terminals of the dc energy store to control the semiconductor 

power switching devices of the DC/DC power converter to achieve the desired 

level of dc current that corresponds to the current demand signal, the current 

demand signal being derived by a power calculation unit on the basis of (|i) a 

power demand signal indicative of the desired ac power at the ac terminals of 

the AC/DC power converter, (ii) a voltage feedback signal indicative of the dc 

voltage at the dc terminals of the dc energy store, and (iii) any losses in the dc 

energy store circuit. i 

! 

I 

Drawings 

figure 1 is a schemalic drawing showing a dc energy store circuit according to the 

present invention: 

Figure 2 is a schematic, drawing showing the controller arrangement when the dc 

energy store is operating in a normal mode; 

Mgure 3 is a scheinaiic drawing showing an alternative controller arrangement when 

the dc energy store is operating in a normal mode; 
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Figure 4 is a schenialio drawing showing the controller arrangement when the do 

t'nergy store is operating in a self-supporting mode; 

l-igure 5 is a schematic drawing showing an alternative controller arrangement when 

the dc energy store is operating in a self-supporting mode; 
I 

I'igure 6 is a scljicm;ilio drawing showing the controller arrangement when the dc 

energy store is operating in an island mode; and 

Figure 7 is a schematic drawing showing an alternative controller arrangement when 

the dc energy store is operating in an island mode. " | 

1. Dc energy store circuit topology 

With reference to Figure 1, the circuit for a dc energy store 2 includes an AC/DC 

power converter 4. The AC/DC power converter 4 can be an inverter having a 

conventional three-phase two-level topology with a series o f semiconductor power 

switching device^ (e.g. IGBTs, lEGTs or IGCTs) fully controlled and regulated using 

a pulse width modulation (PWM) strategy. Howeyer, in practice the AC/DC power 

converter 4 can have any suitable topology such a three-level neutral point clamped 

toJDology or a multi-leveli topology, for example. 

The ac terminals !of the AC/DC power converter 4 are connected to a three-phase ac 

supply 6 by means ol" a transformer 8, a passive harmonic filter circuit 10 and a 

conventional reactor 12 that limits PWM harmonic currents. The filter circuit 10 is 

shown in its simplest form, however in practice a number o f different filter cirduits 

can be combined to achieve the required harmonic voltages in the ac supply 6 and this 

may include an extra reactor in the ac connection between the transformer 8 and the 

filter circuit 10. 

|A DC/DC power converter 14 is connected to the dc terminals of the AC/DC power 

converter 4 by rrieans of a dc link 16. The DC/DC power converter 14 can have a 

similar three-phaie two-level topology to the AC/DC power converter 4 with a series 

of semiconductor powcf switching devices (e.g. IGBTs, lEGTs or IGCTs) fully 

controlled and regulatc;d' using a PWM strategy. However, in practice the DC/DC 

power converter 14 can have| any suitable topology, as discussed above for the 
i 
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AC/DC power converter. The derivation of the gate drive command signals that are 

used to control the semiconductor power switching devices of the AC/DC and DC/DC 
i 

power convertersiis described in more detail below. 

The DC/DC power converter 14 provides three dc currents that are controlled to either 

store energy in. or e.Stracl energy from, the dc energy store 2. The dc energy store 2 is 

connected to the DC/DC" powejr converter 14 by dc reactors 18 that limit the PWM 

harmonic currents into tin optional smoothing capacitor 22 and the dc energy store. 

The dc energy store 2 can be of any suitable type (e.g. lithium batteries, super-

capacitors, flywheels and flow cells). The dc terminals of the DC/DC power 

converter 14 at the AC/DC power converter side may be regulated to be at 

substantially constant dc voltage while the dc voltage of the dc energy store 2 may be 

subject to a significant variation in dc terminal voltage during different operation 

modes as a result of the changing voltage of the dc energy store as dc ppwer is either 

iStored or extracted. 

It will be readily appreciated that the AC/DC poWer converter 4 may operate as an 

active rectifier or an inverter depending on whether power is being supplied to the dc 

energy store 2 from the i\c supply 6 or vice versa. For example, when power is being 

supplied to the dc encr^\ store 2 from the ac supply 6 (i.e. the dc energy store is being 

charged) then the AC/DC power converter 4 acts as an active rectifier and converts 

the ac power to dc power that is then made compatible with the dc terminal voltage of 

the dc energy store by means of the interposing DC/DC power converter 14. When 
i 

power is being supplied to the ac supply 6 from the dc energy store 2 (i.e. the dc 

energy store is being discharged) then the AC/DC power converter 4 acts as an 

inverter to convert the dc power to ac power that is compatible with the ac power 

supply. The AC/DC and DC/DC power converters 4, 16 are therefore capable of 

bidirectional power flow. i 

The semiconductor power switching devices of the AC/DC power converter are 

controlled by a controller 24 and the semiconductor power switching devices of the 
i 

I 
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DC/DC power converter are controlled by a controller 46. The controllers are 

described in more detail below with regard to different operating modes of the dc 

energy store 2. 

I 

jit will be readily appreciated from the above description that the overall dc energy 

store circuit may be divided into five sub-circuits, namely: 

I (i) an ac circuit which connects the AC/DC power converter 4 to the ac 

supply 6:1 
t i l 

(ii) the ACVDC power converter 4; 

I (iii) a dc link circuit̂  16 which connects the dc terminals of the AC/DC 
i 

poyvcr ctniverter 4 to the DC/DC power converter 14; 

(iv) the DC/DC power converter 14; and 

(v) a dc circuit 20 which connects the dc terminals of the DC/iX^ power 
i 

converter 14 to the dc energy store 2. 

2. Normal operating mode shown in Figures 2 and 3 

A. AC/DC power converter control ' 
j 

The controller 24 for the AC/DC power converter 4 includes a phase locked loop 

(iPLL) unit 26 that provides an output signal that is indicative of the magnitude and 

the phase angle of the ac supply 6. An ac to dc control unit 28 uses the output signal 

of the PLL unit 26 to convert measured ac current signals from ac current sensors 30 

in the ac circuit t^ dc current feedback signals Iqfb and Idfb that are indicative of the 

actual ac power ciirreni and the actual reactive current flowing in the ac circuit. 

The required ac power current for the ac circuit is defined by current signals IQl jand 

1Q2. Current signal 1Q2 is normally supplied by the power calculation unit 48 (see 

below) to provide a feedforward signal of a significant change in the demanded power 

to help the stability of the dc energy store circuit that is explained in more detail 

below. I 

! ' -

I 
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A voltage feedback signal VDCbus is provided by a dc voltage sensor 32 in the dc 

link circuit and is indicative of the dc link voltage. The voltage feedback signal 

VDCbus is compared against a voltage demand signal VDCr that is indicative of the 

required dc link voltage that is within the rating limits of the AC/DC and DC/DC 

power converters 4, 14 (e.g. 1 kV dc). It will be readily appreciated that the various 

arrangements shown in the drawings usje a number of amplifiers that compare an 

actual signal with the required value for the signal and the resulting difference 

between the two signals is then amplified and used to reduce any error between them. 

Such an amplifier t\pically has a circuit with a proportional (P) gain for a fast 

response and an integral (I) gain for a more accurate longer time response and is often 

referred to as a P+1 amplifier. The comparison between the voltage feedback signal 

VDCbus and the voltage demand signal VDCr is made in a P+1 volts amplifier 34 
I 

which provides t|he cuiient signal IQl for the controller 24 of the AC/DC power 

converter 4. This ensures that the dc link voltage is controlled during operation of the 

dc energy store 2 to the required level of accuracy. 

! 

The current signals IQl and IQ2 are added together in an IQ adder 36 to give a net 

current demand signal Iqr that is indicative of the net ac power current required in the 

ac circuit. 

The current demand signal, Iqr is compared against the dc current feedback signal Iqfb 

in a quadrature (Q) axis error amplifier 38 with P+1 circuits to give a quadrature axis 

voltage demand signal Vqr for the AC/DC power .converter 4. The quadrature axis 

voltage demand signal Vqr is a dc signal that is turned into the correct firing 

co'mmands for the semiconductor power switching devices of the AC/DC power 

converter 4 using the output signal from the PLL unit 26 that represents the phase 

angle of the ac silipplx (•>. The result is to achieve a flow of ac power current that is 

defined by the cui-renl demand signal Iqr. 

The required ac supply reactive currents for the ac circuit are defined by the curfent 

demand signals IVARr, ICAPr and IPAr. The current demand signal IVARr is 

normally supplied by the user of the dc energy store 2 to request that the dc energy 
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store circuit supplies a defined value of ac supply reactive current. The normal reason 
I 

for doing this is tp ciMitrdl the ac supply voltage at a defined point in the ac supply 6. 

The current demand signal ICAPr is normally preset to cancel the reactive current of 

the harmonic filter circuit 10. The current demand signal IPAr is normally supplied 

by the IQ adder 36 to correct the phase shift in the ac supply 6 to deliver the cor̂ -ect 

power at a defined point in the ac supply. The current demand signals IVARr, ICAPr 

and IPAr are added together in an ID adder 40 to give a net reactive current demand 

signal Idr that is indicative of the ac reactive power current required in the ac circuit. 

I 

The current demand signal, Idr is compared against the dc current feedback signal Idfb 

in a direct (D) a>vis error amplifier 42 with P+I circuits to give a direct axis voltage 

demand signal Vdr for the AC/DC power converter 4. The direct axis voltage 

demand signal Vdr is a dc signal that is turned into the correct firing commands for 

the semiconductor power switching devices of the AC/DC power converter 4 using 

the output signal from the PLL pnit 26 that represents the phase angle of the ac supply 

6. The result is'to acliieve a flow of ac supply reactive current as defined by the 

current demand signal Idr. 

The quadrature and direct axis voltage demand signals Vqr and Vdr are turned into 

firing commands in a PWM modulator 44. 

It will be readily appreciated that the AC/DC power converter control is functionally 

relatively similar to power converter drives that are used to interfacq ac electrical 

|iTiachines (e.g. motors) to dn ac supply. 

Although not sh6wn in Figures 2 and 3, the dc fenergy store 2 includes auxiliary 

systems 68 (Figures 4 and 5) that are essential to its normal operation. For example, 

the auxiliary system.s Cĉn' include pumps for circulating electrolytes through the cell of 

a vanadium redox battery, coolling fans, control units for controlling the dc energy 

store etc. The auxiliar\ systems 68 are connected to the ac supply 6 and can be 

supplied from either side of the transformer 8. During normal operation, the auxiliary 

systems 68 will take energy directly from the ac supply 6. 
I 
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B. DC/DC power ctyiverter control 

The controller 46 for the DC/pC power converter 14 includes a power calculation 

circuit 48 that p(-ovi(1cs a current demand signal lor indicative of the required dc 

current in the dc circuit. The current demand signal lor is derived using a power 

demand signal Powerr indicative of the ac power required in the ac circuit, a voltage 

feedback signal Vofb that is indicative of the dc voltage in the dc circuit and which is 

provided by a dc voltage sensor 50, and a look-up table of circuit losses versus dc 

output power. The power demand signal Powerr is normally supplied by the user of 

the dc energy store 2 to request that the dc energy store circuit supplies a defined 

value of ac supply power (e.g. 1.0 MW). The normal reason for dqing this is to 

icontrol the flow of power into, and out of, the ac supply 6 to meet the power demand 

being made by other users of the ac supply. The power flow can also be used to either 

control the stability or frequency of the ac supply 6 or for any other use that is 

required by the user. i 
I 

I I 

The derivation of the current demand signal lor will be explained in more detail 

below. 

The current demand signal lor is limited in a current limiter 52 to prevent the circuit 
i 

from tripping on over-current if an excessive demand is made through the power 

demand signal Powerr. The output of the current limiter 52 is a limited version of the 

current demand signal lorl. As described in more detail below with reference to 

Figure 3, the maximum permitted current can be defined by a current limit signal 

I limit provided by the dc energy store 2 or its control system (not ^hown). This 

'means that if the current demand signal lor is either less than, or equal to. the current 

limit signal llimit then the current demand signal lor is not limited (i.e. lorl = lor). 

However, if the ciirrent demand signal lor is greater than the current limit signal llimit 

thpn the current demand signal lor is limited to the maximum permitted current (i.e. 

lorl = [limit). The maximum permitted current set by the current limit signal llimit 
I 
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can be fixed or varied in accordance with the operational parameters of the dc energy 

istore 2. 

Jhe limited version of the current demand signal lorl is compared against a current 

feedback signal lotb thai is indicative of the dc current in the dc circuit and which is 

provided by dc cuiienl sensor 54. The same signal could also be achieved by 

measuring the three (ic currents'in the dc reactors 18 and adding the signals. 
I 

The comparison between the limited version of the current demand signal lorl and the 

current feedback signal lofb is made in a P+l current loop amplifier 56 to give a 

voltage demand signal Vor for the DC/DC power converter 14. The voltage demand 

signal Vor is a dc signal that is turned into the correct firing commands for the 

semiconductor power switching devices of the DC/DC power converter 14 using a 

phase angle input to achieve the required dc output current. The voltage demand 

signal Vor is a dc signal whose magnitude is varied to achieve the required dc current, 

•however if a fixed value of output current is required then the voltage demand signal 

Vor will be a dc signal of constant amplitude. 

The voltage demand sitinal Vor is turned into firing commands in a PWM modulator 

58. As a dc output is required the phase angle signal of the PWM modulator 58 is set 
I 

to zero. 

C. Power calculations 

I 
NVith reference to Figure 2, the following equations apply when the dc energy store 2 

is being discharged, i.e. when power from the dc energy store is supplied to the ac 

supply 6: 

Aac = Bdc-Lac , (EQI) 

Cdc ^ Ddc - L(k\ (EQ2) 

Dik = Vo lo , (EQ3) 
I 
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where: 

Aac is the required ac power at point "A' (i.e. at the ac supply); 

Bdc is the do power at point "B' (i.e.̂  at the dc terminals of the AC/DC power 

converter 4); 

Ccic is the dc power at point "C (i.e. at the dc terminals of the DC/DC power 

converter 14 at the AC/DC power converter side); 

Ddc is the dc power al point 'D' (i.e. at the dc energy store 2); 
i 

Lhc is the losses in the ac circuit between the ac supply 6 and the AC/DC power 

converter 4; 

Ldc is the losses; in ihc dc circuit 20 between the DC/DC power converter 14 and the 
i 

dc energy store 2; 
Vo is the dc output voltage, i.e. the dc voltage in the dc circuit; and 

lo is the dc output current, i.e. the dc current in the dc circuit. ' 

if the dc link voltage is held constant by the action of the quadrature axis error 

amplifier 38 and the P+1 volts amplifier 34 then the dc power at point "B' must equal 

the dc power at point "C". , 

liquations liQ\ to liQ?> can therefore be combined to provide the following equation 

for controlling the ac power of the ac supply 6: 

i 

Vo I 
i 

Auxiliary systems (not shown - but see above) take energy from the ac supply 6 and 

equation EQ4 can be further modified to include losses in the auxiliary systems 

(LaiLx): ' 

, (Aac + Ldc + Lac + Laux) ^„^ 
10 = (EQ5) 

Vo 
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Equations EQ4 and EQ5 form the basis for the accurate control o f the ac power in the 

ac supply 6 as the circuit losses are typically low and the dc energy store circuit hks a 

very dynamic response without an overall ac power loop. When power is being 

supplied from ac supply 6 to the dc energy store 2 (i.e. when the dc energy store is 

being charged) then the same equations EQ4 and EQ5 can be used but the polarity of 

the loss temis is reversed. 

It will therefore be readily appreciated that the power calculation unit 48 can 

determine the current demand signal lor (indicative of the required dc output current 

lo) on the basis of the |power demand signal Powerr (indicative o f the required ac 

power at point 'A" Aac^ I.' the voltage feedback signal Vofb (indicative of the required 

dc output voltage Vo) and a jook-up table which is used to calculate the various 

losses {Lik and 'Lac \wd optionally also Laux) in the dc energy store circuit on the 

basis of the dc output power. 

To improve the dynamic response of the dc energy store circuit the current signal IQ2 

cian be used to send a demand to the AC/DC power converter 4 as soon as a new 

power demand is made by the power demand signal Powerr. I f the current signal IQ2 

is used then a voltage feedback signal VACfb from the PEL unit 26 needs to be 

supplied to the power calculation unit 48 as shown in Figure 2; \ 

i 

In this case the current signal 102 = Powerr / (VACfb xV3) 

I ; 

Tl̂ e dc energy store circiuit is typically controlled so that the dc energy store 2 can 

Store dc power at a value defined by the user when charged from the ac supply 6 and 

Export ac power ;b\ discharging the dc energy store at a value defined by the user. 

The dc energy store circuit wil l typically be designed to have a fast ac power 

response, typically in one mains cycle for either a change from full power input to full 

power output, or from a change from full power output to full power input, without 

the need for a closed ac power loop since this would require sensors for providing a 

measured value of the ac power in the ac supply 6 which tend to be slow acting and 

expensive. 

1 
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Additional features tliai can be added to the dc energy store circuit of Figure 2 are 

shown in Figure 3. A contactor or dc breaker 60 is added to the dc circuit 20 to 

enable the dc energy store 2 to be isolated for maintenance or protective reasons. A 

control signal Estorer is compared against the voltage feedback signal Vofb in a start

up amplifier 62. The output signal of the start-up amplifier 62 is supplied to the P+I 

current loop amplifier 56 by means of a switch 64 and is used to preset the output of 

the P+I current loop amplifier'to give a net zero voltage across the dc breaker 60 when 

the dc energy store circuit is starting. The dc breaker 60 can therefore be closed 

(without any transient and the switch 64 can be opened so that normal operation of the 

dc energy store 1 can commence. It is also possible to omit the use of the start-up 
j 

cjmpiitler 62 and to connect the control signal Estorer directly to the switch 64. This 

is less accurate but may he of sufficient accuracy that it can be used in practice. 

It can be useful to dctcimine If the dc energy store 2 is overloading and needs to 

operate at a lower dc current. A current limit signal llimit can therefore be provided 

from the dc energy store 2 to the current limiter 52. The current limit signal llimit is 

calculated by the control system (not shown) of the dc energy store 2 and will 

normally be set to a defined maximum permitted current value to protect the dc 

energy store. However, if any parts of the dc energy store 2 are being stressed, for 

example getting too hot, then the current limit signal llimit can be reduced 

accordingly to keep the dc energy store qircuit operating without the need to trip and 

shutdown. 

The current limit siynal llimit is normally continuously provided to the current limiter 
j 

52. The current limiter 52 can operate in several different ways: 
i 

I I I 

(i) If the power demand signal Powerr results in a dc current set by the 
I 

cujrenl demand signal lor that is less than, or equal to, the current limit 

signal llimit then the dc energy store circuit will supply the requested 

power or absorb the requested power depending on the direction of 

power flow. The current limiter 52 has positive and negative liipits 
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that are controlled by the current limit signal llimit so the same 

operation'applies when the dc energy store 2 is being charged and 

discharged. If the current signal IQ2 is being used then IQ2 = Powerr / 

(VAClb W3). ' 

(ii) if the dc energy store 2 is supplying power then its dc voltage will fall 

and this is measured by the dc voltage sensor 54. The result is that the 

current demand signal lor for a requested power will increase and can 

give a current demand signal lor that is greater than the current limit 

signal llimit. The supplied power will then be defined as the dc 

voltage niultipiied by the i value of the current limit signal [limit. A 

control signal InLimit is then sent to the power calculation unit 48 to 

notify the power calculation unit 48 that the power requested by the 

power demand signal Powerr cannot be supplied. In this mode only 

the limit of the current limiter 52 for supplying power will operate. If 

the powpr, calculation unit 48 receives the control signal InLimit then it 

issues a warning to the user of the dc energy store circuit that it is 

opLMalicral but that it is unable to supply the requested power. If the 

cuirenl signal IQ2 is being used then 102 = (Vofb x llimit) / (VACfb 

xV3). 

(iii) If the power demand signal Powerr is set at a value that gives a current 

demand signal lor that is greater than the current limit signal llimit 

then the supplied power will be defined as the dc voltage multiplied by 

the value of the current lirhit signal llimit. A control signal InLimit is 

then sent to the power calculation unit 48 to notify the power 

calculation unit 48 that the power requested by the power demand 

signal Powerr cannot be supplied or absorbed. The current limiter 52 

has positi]i/e and negative limits that are controlled by the current limit 

signal ll'iniit so the same operation applies when the dc energy store 2 

is being ehargeqi and discharged. If the power calculation unit 48 

receives ihe control signal InLimit then it issues a warning to the user 
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of the dc energy store circuit that it is operational but that it is unable 

to supply or absorb the requested power. I f the current signal IQ2 is 

being used then IQ2 = (Vofb x Ilimit) / (VACfb xV3). 

i 
(iv) I f the dc energy store is either supplying or absorbing power over a 

prolonged period then it may exceed its correct operating conditions. 

THc rcsLili is that the current limit signal Ilimit wil l reduce and i f it 

reaches a value where the current demand signal lor is greater than the 

current limit signal Ilimit then the power supplied wi l l be defined as 

the dc voltage multiplied by the value of the current limit signal Ilifnit. 

A control signal InLimit is then sent to the power calculation unit 48 to 

notify the power calculation unit 48 that the power requested by the 

power demand signal Powerr cannot be supplied or absorbed. The 

current limiter 52 has positive and negative limits that ^re controlled 

by the current limit signal Ilimit so the same operation applies when 

th(i dc energy store 2 is being charged and discharged. I f the power 

calculation unit 48 receives the control signal InLimit then it issues a 

warning tp the user of the dc energy store circuit that it is operational 

but that'll' is unable to supply or absorb the requested power. I f the 

current signal IQ2 is being used then 102 = (Vofb x Ilimit) / (VACfb 

xV3). 

The dc energy store circuit has a very fast dynamic response but it relies on estimates 

of the losses as defined in equation EQ5. I f more accurate control is needed then a set 

of power sensors 66 can be included in the ac circuit between the transformer 8 and 

the ac supply 6 to provide a power feedback signal Poutfb which is indicative of the 

actual ac power. The power feedback signal Poutfb is supplied to the power 

calculation unit 48 where it is used to apply a slow acting correction of the loss terms 

lused in equation EQ5. If this feature is required then the power demand signal 

Powerr and the power feedback signal Poutfb are compared in a slow acting P+l 
i • , 

Jimplitler within the power calculation unit 48 to give an additional error signal that is 

ad,ded to the current dei'nand signal lor. This wi l l result in achieving the required 
I I I 
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accuracy. The dc energy store circuit will have the same fast response due to the use 

of equation EQ5 followed by a slower acting P+1 correcting term to eliminate any 

small errors, if any. , 

Although not shoVvn. the dc energy store circuit can be extended to have a plurality of 

dc energy stores connected to a common dc link by a respective DC/DC power 

converter and dc circuit.] Each DC/DC power converter will be controlled by its own 
I 

controller (the controllers for each DC/DC power converter optionally being 

integrated as a single physical controller) but with a common power calculation unit 

48 for all of the dc encruN stores. 

in the case where there are two dc energy stores then the power calculation unit 48 

uses a common power demand signal Powerr, first and second voltage feedback 

signals Vofbl and Vofb2 indicative of the required dc output voltages Vo\ and Vo\ in 

the dc circuit of each dc energy store, and first and second current limit signals ilimitl 

and llimit 2 indicative of the maximum permitted current for each dc energy store to 

derive first and second current demand signals lorl and lor2 that are Applied to the 

(respective current limiier of each controller. All of the other control circuits shown in 

figures 2 and 3 act independently. 

I 

When the dc energy stoî e 2 is being discharged, the first and second current demand 

signals lorl (indicative of the required dc current/ol in the dc circuit of the first dc 

energy store) anĉ  lor2 indicative of the required dc current lol in the dc circuit of 

the second dc energ} siore) are derived on the basis of the following equations and 

depend on the state of the first and second control signals Ilimitl and Ilimit2 supplied 

by the respective current limiter of each controller to the common power calculation 

unit 48 as follows: 

(i) If the dc currents set by the first and second current demand signals 

lorl and Ior2 that are less than, or equal to, the first and second current 

limit signals Ilimitl and Ilimit2, respectively, then the first and second 

dc energy stores will supply the requested power as follows: 
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I 

( + Ldc\ + Lac\ + Laux\) 
io\ = -^ (EQ6) 

Vo\ 

ji/'j/'' 

( + Ldc2 + Lac2 + Laux2) > 
lol = —^ • (EQ7) 
I Vol 

where: 

Lac\ is the losses in the ac circuit between the ac supply and the 
I I I 

AC/DC power converter due to the first dc energy store; 

Lik\ is the losses in the dc circuit between the DC/DC power 

convener and the first dc energy store; 

Luiix\ is the losses in the auxiliary systems of the first dc energy store; 

Vo\ is the dc voltage in the dc circuit for the first dc energy store; | 

Lac2 is the losses in the ac circuit between the ac supply and the 

AC/DC power converter due to the second dc energy store; 

Ldc2 is the losses in the dc circuit between the DC/DC power 

converter and the second dc energy store; 

Laiix2 is the losses in the auxiliary systems of the second dc energy 

store; and 

Vol is the dc voltage in the dc circuit for the second dc energy store. 

i 
(ii) If the dcf current set by the first current demand signal lorl is greater 

than the first current limit signal IlimitI and the dc current set by the 

settond current demand signal lor2 is less than, or equal to, the second 
I 

current signal Ilimit2 then the dc energy stores will supply the power 

Pesl at the terininals of the first dc energy store as follows: 

I 

Io\=Ilmt\ (EQ8) 

where: 
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Iliiitl is the maximum permitled current value set by the first current limit signal 

l i imit i 

Pes\ = IlnUlVo\ (EQ9) | 

where: 

Pes\ is the power supplied by the first dc energy store at its terminals 

I 

, - (Aac - Pe.s\ + Ldcl + Ldcl + Lac\ + Lac2 + Laux\ + Lauxl) ,„ _ , . , , 
i/o2 = — (EQIO) 

Vol 

' (iii) If the dc current set by the second current demand signal lor2 is greater 
i 

I than t,he,second current limit signal ilimit2 and the dc current set by the 

first current demand signal lorl is less than, or equal to, the first 
I 

curreni signal liimiti then the first and second dc energy stores will 

suppl\ power Pes2 at the terminals of the second dc energy store as 

follows: 

i 

Ip2 = Ilmt2 (EQll) 

where: 

Ilmtl is the maximum permitted current value set by the second current limit signal 

Ilimit2 
i 

Pes2^Ilnu2-Vo2 , (E012) 
I 

where: ,' ' ' 

Pes2 is the power supplied by |;he second dc energy store at its terminals 
i 

{Aac-Pes2 +lAk\ +Ldcl + Lac\+Lac2 +Laiix\ +Laux2) /r-^,-,x 
lo I = — (EQ13) 

Vo\ 
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(iv) If the dc currents set by the first and second current demand signals 

lorl and lor2 are greater than the first and second current limit signals 

llimitl and Ilimit2, respectively, then the first and second dc energy 

stcJres will supply the requested power as follows: 

Io\ = Ilmt\ (EQ14) 

I 

k)2 = Ilmt2 ' (EQ15) 

Pes\ = Ilmt\Vo\ (EQ16) 
I 

^Pe.s2 = Ilml2-Vo2 ' (EQl?) ' 

In this situation the dc energy stores are operating but are unable to 

supply th(t requested power. Also the power calculation unit 48 will 

issue a warning to the user of the dc energy store circuit that it is 

operational but Ithat it is unable to supply or absorb the requested 

power. If the current signal IQ2 is being used then 1Q2 = (Vofbl x 

llimitl) / (VACfb xVS) + (Vofb2 x Himit2) / (VACfb xVS). 

i 
When the dc energy store 2 is being charged then the same equations EQ6 to EQl7 

can be used but the polarity of the loss terms is reversed. 

It will be readily appreciated that the same equations can also be adapted for any 

number of dc energy stores. In general terms the power calculation unit will derive a 

turrent demand signal for each dc energy store based on a common power demand 

signal, a voltage feedback signal for each dc energy store and a current limit signal for 

each dc energy store. 
i 

I 

! I I 

3. Self-supportina operating mode shown in Figures 4 and 5 
, 1 
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|The self-supporting operating mode is used when the ac supply 6 is no longer 

available for any reason (e.g. a fault that interrupts or the ac supply) and the power in 

the dc energy store 2 is used to supply power to the auxiliary systems 68 that would 

normally take energy friom the ac supply. Although the auxiliary systems 68 are 
I 

shown at the left-hand' side of Figures 4 and 5 it will be readily appreciated that in 

practice they will be physicallyllocated at or near to the dc energy store 2 with which 

they are associated and used. Those parts of the dc energy store circuit that are the 

same as those shown in figures 2 and 3 have been given the same reference numeral. 

In the self-supporting mode the dc energy store circuit is isolated from the ac supply 6 

by opening a switch (not shown) or other suitable isolating device. This ensures that a 

fault on the ac supply 6 does not prevent the dc energy store circuit from operating in 

the self-supporting mode. 

!During the self-supporting operating mode, the auxiliary systems 68 receive power 

from the dc energ) store 2 by means of the AC/DC power converter 4 and the ac 

circuit to which the auxiliary systems are connected. This means that the auxiliary 

syfitems 68 can resume I'lormal operation as soon as the main ac supply 6 is restored 

and it is also possible lo maintain normal operation of the dc energy store 2 or, if 

necessary, shut down the dc energy store and maintain optimal shutdown conditions. 

In other words, the laiis. pumps etc. that are necessary for the proper and safe 

operation of the dc energy store 2 can continue to operate even if the ac supply 6 is 

lost. I 

It will be readily appreciated that during the self-supporting operating mode the dc 

energy store 2 is only discharged (i.e. dc power is supplied from the dc energy store to 

the ac supply 6 and hence to the auxiliary systems 68 by means of the associated ac 

circuit. The control of the AC/DC and DC/DC power converters 4, 14 is therefore 

simplified to a certain degree because there is no need to provide bi-directional power 

flow. 

AJ AC/DC power converter control 

I 
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The controller 24 for the AC/DC power converter 4 includes an ACV unit 70 that 

provides a voltage feedback signal VACfb. The voltage feedback sighal VACfb is 

'derived from measured ac voltage signals from ac voltage sensors 72 in the ac circuit 

and is indicative of the actual ac voltage in the ac circuit. 

I 

Tl̂ e voltage feedback signal VACfb is compared against a voltage demand signal 

VACsr that is typically preset to give the correct ac voltage for the auxiliary systems 

68. The comparison between the voltage feedback signal VACfb and the voltage 

demand signal VACsr is made in a P+1 volts amplifier 74 to give a voltage demand 

signal VACr for the AC/DC power converter 4. The voltage demand signal VACr is 

a dc signal that is turned into the correct firing commands for the semiconductor 

power switching devices of the AC/DC power converter 4. The result is to achieve an 

ac voltage in the ac circuit that is defined by the voltage demand signal VACsr. The 

frequency of the ac supply is determined by a preset ac supply frequency signal ACF 

that is supplied to the PWM modulator 76 together with the voltage demand signal 

VACr. The ac supply frequency signal ACF is typically preset to give the correct ac 

frequency for the auxiliary systems 68. 

The ac current sensors 30 in the ac circuit provide a trip signal TRIP which shuts 
i 

down the dc energy stofc, circuit if a maximum permitted ac current is exceeded. 

I 
B. DC/DC p<j>\\ci converter control 

The controller 46 for the DC/DC power converter 14 operates in a similar manner to 

the controller described above. However, there is no power calculation unit and]the 

cprrent demand signal lor indicative of the required dc current in the dc circuit is 

derived by comparing a voltage feedback signal VDCbus that is indicative of the dc 

link voltage and a voltage demand signal VDCr that is within the rating limits of the 

AC/DC and DC/DC power converters 4, 14 (e.g. I kV dc). 
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The comparison between the voltage feedback signal VDCbus and the voltjage 

demand signal VACr is made in a P+l volts amplifier 78. 

The current demand signal lor is limited in the current limiter 52 to prevent the circuit 

from tripping on over-current. The voltage demand signal Vor is turned into firing 

commands in the PWM mpdulator 58. 
r 

With reference to figure 4, the following equations apply when the dc energy store 2 

is beinu discharged, i.e. when power is being supplied from the dc energy store to the 
i 

au'xiiiar) systems 68. i i 

I 

Aac = Bdc - Lac (EQI8) 

where: 

Aac is the required ac power at point 'A ' (i.e. at the ac supply); I 

Bdc\s the dc power at point ' B ' (i.e. at the dc terminals of the AC/DC power 

converter 4); and 

Lac is the losses in the ac circuit between the ac supply 6 and the AC/DC power 

converter 4. ^ 

I 

I f the dc link voltage is held constant by the action of the P+l volts amplifier 78 then 

the dc power at point "B" and at point "C" must bethe same which mean that correct 

power is being supplied from the dc energy store 2. 

Additional features th<il can be added to the dc energy store circuit o f Figure 4 are 

shown in Figure'5. A contactor or dc breaker 60 is added to the dc circuit 20 to 

enable the dc energy store 2 to be isolated for maintenance or protective reasons. A 

control signal Estorer is compared against the voltage feedback signal Vofb in a start

up amplifier 62. The output signal of the start-up amplifier 62 is supplied to the P+I 

current loop amplifier 56 by means of a switch 64 and is used to preset the output of 

the P+l current loop amplifier to give a net zero voltage across the dc breaker 60 when 

the dc energy store circuit is starting. The dc breaker 60 can therefore be closed 
I 
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without an) transient and the switch 64 can be opened so that normal operation of the 

dc energy store 2 can commence. It is also possible to omit the use of the start-up 

amplifier 62 and to connect the control signal Estorer directly to the switch 64. This 

is less accurate but may be of sufficient accuracy that it can be used in practice. ' 

It can be useful to determine if the dc energy store 2 is overloading and needs to 

operate at a lower dc current. A current limit signal llimit can therefore be provided 

from the dc energy store 2 to the current lirniter 52. The current limit signal llimit is 

[Calculated by the control' system (not shown) of the dc energy store 2 and will 

normally be set to a defined maximum permitted current value to protect the dc 

energy store. If the dc current exceeds the current limit signal llimit then a control 

signal InLimit provided by the current limiter 52 causes the system to trip. 
I 

Although not shown the dc energy store circuit can be extended to have a plurality of 
i 

, dc energy stores connected to a common dc link by a respective DC/DC power 

converter and dc circuit. Each DC/DC power converter will be controlled by its own 

controller (the controllers for each DC/DC power converter optionally being 

integrated as a single physical controller) but with a common P+1 volts amplifier 

feeding a common current demand signal lor into separate current limiters for each dc 

energy store. 

In the case where there are two dc energy stores then the current limiterfe use first and 

Isecond current limit signals Ilimitl and llimit 2 indicative of the maximum permitted 

current for each dc energy store to derive first and second limited current demand 

signals lorll and Iorl2 that are applied to the respective P+I current loop amplifier 56 

of, each controller. All of the other control circuits shown in Figures 4 and 5 act 
I I I 

independently. 
! I 

I 
I 

The operation ofjthe de energy store circuit depends on the first and second current 

limit signals Ilimitl and llimit2 as follows: 
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(i) If the dc durrents set by the current demand signal lor are less than, or 

equal' to, the first and second current limit signals llimitl and Ilimit2, 

respeclivcly, thbn the first and second dc energy stores will 
i 

automalically supply 50% of the requested power. 

(ii) if the dc current set by the current demand signal lor is greater than the 

first current limit signal llimitl and the dc current set by the current 

demand signal lor is less than, or equal to, the second current signal 

llimit2 then the first dc energy store will continue to operate but at the 

current defined by the first current limit signal llimitl. The common 

P+1 volts amplifier 78 will respond to this and will change the current 

demand signal lor so that the second dc energy store will automatically 
! 

supply a current sufficient to supply the requested power. This keeps 

the overall system operational. 

(iii) If the dc current set by the current demand signal lor is greater than the 

second current limit signal llimit2 and the dc current set by the current 

deinand signal lor is less than, or equal to. the first current signal 

llimitl then the second dc energy store will continue to operate but at 

the current defined by the second current limit signal llimit2. iFhe 

common P+1 volts amplifier 78 will respond to this and will change the 

current demand signal lor so that the first dc energy store will supply a 

current sufficient to supply the requested power. This keeps the 

overall system operational 

(iv) If the dc currents set by the current demand signal lor are greater than 

the fust and second current limit sijgnals llimitl and llimit2 then the 

first and second dc energy stores will trip and the system will stop 

' opera,ting.i 

I 
It will be readily appreciated that the same operation can also be adapted for any 

number of dc eneigy stores. 
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4. Island operating mode shown in Figures 6 and 7 

The island operatinj^ mode is used when the dc energy store 2 is the main provider of 

power to external loads connected to the ac supply 6. Additional generators can also 

be supplying powicr to ihe ac supply 6 at the same time. Power is also supplied to the 

auxiliary systems (not siiown) of the dc energy store 2. Those parts of the dc energy 

store circuit that are the same as those shown in Figures 2 to 5 have been given the 

same reference numeral. ( 

During the island operating mode, the ac supply 6 receives power from the dc energy 

store 2 by means of the AC/DC power converter 4. It wi l l be readily appreciated that 

during the island operating mode the dc energy store 2 is only discharged (i.e. dc 
i 

power is supplied from th,e dc energy store to the ac supply 6). The control of tl^e 

AC/DC and DC/pC power converters 4, 14 is therefore simplified to a certain degree 

because there is no need to provide bi-directional ppwer flow. 

i 
A.' AC/DC power cojiverter control 

i 
The controller 24i for llic AC/DC power converter 4 includes an ACV & ACF unit 80 

that provides a voltage feedback signal VACfb and a frequency feedback signal 

FACfb. The voltage feedback signal VACfb and frequency feedback signals FACfb 

are derived from measured ac voltage signals from ac voltage sensors 72 in th^ ac 

circuit and are indicative of the actual ac voltage and ac frequency in the ac circuit, 

respectively. 

The voltage feedback signal VACfb is compared against a.voltage demand signal 

VACsr that is typically preset to give the correct ac voltage for the ac supply 6. 

The comparison between the voltage feedback signal VACfb and the voltage demand 

signal VACsr is made ip a P+i volts amplifier 74 to give a voltage demand signal 

VACr for the AC/DC jSdwer converter 4. The frequency feedback signal FACfb is a 
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compared against a frequency demand signal FACsr that is typically preset to give the 

correct ac frequency for the ac supply 6. ' 
I 

\ 

The comparison ibetwccn the frequency feedback signal FACfb and the frequency 

demand signal FACsr is made in a P+l volts amplifier 82 to give a frequency demand 

signal FACr for the ACVPC power converter 4. 

The voltage demand signal VA.Cr and frequency demand signal FACr are dc signals 

that are turned Into liic correct firing commands for the semiconductor power 

switching devices of the AC/DC power converter 4 by the PWM modulator 76. The 

result is to achieve an ac voltage in the ac circuit that is defined by the voltage 

demand signal VACsr and an ac supply frequency that is held constant as the load on 

the ac supply changes or which has a droop characteristic to share load with any other 

generators connected to the ac supply 6. 

The ac current sensors 30 in the ac circuit provide a trip signal TRIP ^A'hich is used 

|Shut down the dc energy stbre circuit. 

B. DC/DC power converter control 

i 

The controller 46 for" the DC/DC power converter 14 operates as described above. 

, i 

Additional features thai can be added to the dc energy store circuit o f Figure 6 are 

shown in Figure 7. A contactor or dc breaker 60 is added to the dc circuit 20 to 

enable the dc energy store 2 to be isolated for maintenance or protective reasons. A 

control signal Estorer is compared against the voltage feedback signal Vofb in a start

up amplifier 62. The output signal of the start-up amplifier 62 is supplied to the P+I 

current loop amplifier 56 by means of a switch 64 and is used to preset the output of 

the P+l current loop amplifier to give a net zero voltage across the dc breaker 60 when 

the dc energy store circuit is starting. The dc breaker 60 can therefbre be closed 

fvvithout any transient and the switch 64 can be opened so that normal operation of the 

dc energy store 2 can commence, ft is also possible to omit the use of the start-up 
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amplifier 62 and to connect the control signal Estorer directly to the switch 64. This 

is less accurate but may be of sufficient accuracy that it can be used in practice. 

It can be useful to determine if the dc energy store 2 is overloading and needs to 

operate at a lower dc current. A current limit signal llimit can therefore be provided 

|from the dc energy store 2' to the current limiter 52, The current limit signal llimit is 

calculated by th^ control system (not shown) of the dc energy store 2 and will 

formally be set to a defined maximum permitted current value to protect the dc 

enersiy store. If the dc Current exceeds the current limit signal llimit then a control 
I I I 

signal InLimit provided b) the current limiter 52 causes the system to trip. 

I 

Although not shown \hx- dc energy store circuit can be extended to have a plurality of 

dc energy stores connected to a common dc link by a respective DC/DC power 

converter and dc circuit. Each DC/DC power converter will be controlled by its own 

controller (the controllers for each DC/DC power converter optionally being 

integrated as a single physical controller) but with a common P+I volts amplifier 

feeding a common current demand signal lor into separate current limiters for each dc 

energy store. 

'In the case where there are two dc energy stores then the current limiters use first and 

second current limit signals llimit I and llimit 2 indicative of the maximum permitted 

current for each dc energy store to derive first and second limited current demand 

signals lorll and lorl2 th'at are applied to the respective P+I current loop amplifier 56 
! ! I ' 

of each controller. All of the other control circuits shown in Figures 6 and 7 act 

independently. 

The operation of the dc energy store circuit depends on the first and second current 

limit signals llimit I and Ilimit2 as follows: i 

(i) If the dc currents set by the current demand signal lor is less than, or 

equal to, the first and second current limit signals llimit I and Ilimit2, 
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resipcciivcly, then the first and second dc energy stores will 

automatically supply 50% of the requested power. 

I 
(ii) If the dc current set by the current demand signal lor is greater than the 

first current limit signal IlimitI and the dc current set by the current 

demand signal lor is less than, or equal to, the second current signal 

Ilimit2 then the first dc enprgy store will continue to operate but at the 

current defined by the first current limit signal IlimitI. The common 

P+l volls amplifier 78 will respond to this and will change the current 

demand signal lor so that the second dc energy store will automatically 

supply a current sufficient to supply the requested power. This keeps 

the overall system operational. 

I 
(iii) If |hc dc current set by the current demand signal lor is greater than the 

second current limit signal nimit2 and the dc current set by the current 

demand signal lor is less than, or equal to, the first current signal 

IlimitI then the second current signal will continue to operate but at|the 

current defined by the second current limit signal Ilimit2. The 

common P+l volts amplifier 78 will respond to this and will change the 

current demand signal lor so that the first dc energy store will 

automatically supply a current sufficient to supply the requested 

power. Thi^ keeps the overall system operational. 

(iv) If the dc currents set by the current Remand signal lor are greater than 

the first and second current limit signals IlimitI and llimit2 then the 

first and second dc energy stores will trip and the system will stop 

operating. 

It will be readily appreciated that the same operations can also be adapted for any 

number of dc energy stores. 
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i 
Some of the main tec|ii]ical benefits of the dc energy store circuits of the present 

invention are: 
i 

• for the self-supporting operating mode, the ability to supply auxiliary systems 

associated with the dc energy store with power when the ac supply is lost, 

thereby allowing normal operation to resume as soon as the main ac supplly is 

restored or the ability to shut down and cool the dc energy store to maintain 

optimal shutdown conditions 

• the use of standard IGBT PWM inverters as the AC/DC and DC/DC power 

converters 4, 14 ' 

• the ability to store and export power with any type of dc energy store 

• the ability to import ac power and store as dc electrical power at a value 

defined by the user i 

• the ability to expert ac power by releasing stored dc electrical power at a value 

defined by the iiser 

• a fast ac power response! without using a closed ac power loop 

• the ability to use an optional contactor or dc breaker to disconnect the dc 

energy store for either isolation, maintenance or protective reasons 

• the use of optional circuits to close on to a dc energy store with a pre-existing 

voltage without experiencing a current surge 

• the use of optional circuits to limit the current flowing in to and out of the dc 

energy store 

• the use of optional circuits to proyide a closed loop power trim to increase the 

accuracy of the power that is imported or exported while sti'll retaining a 
I I 

dynamic response 

• the ability to use more than one dc energy store on the dc terminals of the 

inverter circuit 

• for the island operating mode, the ability to be the main provider of power to a 

series of external loads that can optionally have other generators connected 
I 
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• For the island operating mode, the ability to keep the external loads operating 

when the ac supply is lost and/or the ability to work in parallel with other ac 

generators 
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